
Emotions ran high for a few days in Felton, California when the town&#8217;s local Bigfoot statue distressingly disappeared from its post at the Bigfoot Discovery Museum.The four-feet-high wooden Sasquatch, who has
guarded the entrance to the museum for nearly two decades, went missing on Monday, November 9, along with a large wooden bear statue believed to be stolen at the same time. Michael Rugg, the museum&#8217;s
founder, said he had gone to Santa Cruz in a hurry to make a mortgage payment; when he returned, Bigfoot was gone.Rugg alerted the Santa Cruz County Sheriffâ€™s Office, which issued a humorous but entirely
non-ironic social media post asking the public to report any Bigfoot sightings. â€œKeep your eyes peeled for Bigfoot!â€• wrote the Sherrif&#8217;s Office on Facebook.&nbsp;â€œNo seriously, please be on the lookout
for the Bigfoot statue that was stolen from the Bigfoot Museum in Felton this week.â€•Known locally as Danny for his purported resemblance to the actor Danny DeVito, the Sasquatch sculpture was carved by a
woodworker with Rugg&#8217;s help. â€œWhen I put the Bigfoot museum together, one of the things I did is I chose to make it look like one of those roadside attractions with redwood carvings outside,â€• Rugg told the
Los Angeles Times. â€œIt represents the building, Bigfoot and my knowledge of it.â€•A statue of Bigfoot that was stolen from the Bigfoot Discovery Museum last week was recovered nearly five miles from its home. (all
images courtesy of Scotts Valley Police Department)That knowledge, Rugg says, dates back to his childhood. He claims to have first spotted Bigfoot when he was four years old, during a camping trip with his parents.
They dismissed his description of the gigantic hairy man he saw standing on a trail in the forest, but the apparition made a lasting impression. He was inspired to open his Bigfoot Discovery Museum in 2004 to foster public
knowledge about mysterious creatures, investigate possible sightings, and, in his words, â€œkeep Santa Cruz weird.â€•People come here from all over the world, Rugg says in a video trailer for the museum. They wanna
take the monkey off their back, and tell somebody who will believe them.Officers recovered the statue on Thursday morning, when the Scotts Valley Police Department responded to reports of a suspicious figure in the
roadway near Glen Canyon and Green Hills Road, almost five miles from the museum.Though Bigfoot&#8217;s fleeting adventure was likely the work of a prankish thief, the admittedly bizarre situation has given way to
some slightly more, uh, imaginative theories.  Is no one even mildly suspicious that he came to life and got there himself??? Wake up people! commented one Facebook user on the Scotts Valley Police&#8217;s post.
Indeed, Rugg depends on such loyal Bigfoot believers to keep his operation running. According to the LA Times, the museum has always been free to enter, funded by generous donations from visitors and Sasquatch
aficionados. This year, Rugg started a GoFundMe page to help face the financial challenges of the pandemic that he fears may shutter the museum for good.Sasquatch Sculpture Snatched and Spotted on Side of Street
is from Hyperallergic, a forum for serious, playful, and radical thinking about art in the world today.  Lego has unveiled its largest-ever set â€” a model of Rome&#8217;s Colosseum. The 9,036-piece set â€” intended for
enduring toy-lovers over 18 â€” will be strategically released on this year&#8217;s Black Friday, November 27.The three-story model recreates the Roman amphitheater in great detail, from the columns and arches on its
faÃ§ade to its travertine paving stones and surrounding olive trees. Built between 70 and 80 CE, the Colosseum was once the world&#8217;s largest amphitheater. With a capacity of up to 80,000 spectators, it
was&nbsp;used for&nbsp;public entertainment events like gladiatorial&nbsp;contests, enactments of famous battles, and dramas based on&nbsp;Roman mythology. It was also used for executions and animal hunts. The
9,036-piece Colosseum model will break the record for the largest Lego set (courtesy of Lego)Earthquakes and stone-robbers throughout the centuries have caused damage to the Colosseum, but it remains an enduring
symbol of Imperialist Rome and a major tourist attraction. In 2001, it was crowned as one of the New7Wonders of the World.  The Colosseum set will break the record for the largest ever Lego set, unseating the 2017
title-holder, the 7,541-piece&nbsp;Star Wars&nbsp;Millennium Falcon. Prior to the Star Wars set, the largest set was the 5,923-piece&nbsp;Taj Mahal model. But the pleasure of recreating the Colosseum won&#8217;t
come cheap. The set will cost you $549.99. If you can afford it, just keep in mind that Rome wasn&#8217;t built in a day.Rome Wasnâ€™t Built in a Day: Lego Announces Colosseum Model is from Hyperallergic, a forum
for serious, playful, and radical thinking about art in the world today.  SAO PAOLO, Brazil â€” The first time I saw the installations of the Brazilian-born artist Lucia Nogueira, at the 2018 SÃ£o Paulo Biennial, her work was
relatively unknown in Brazil. Born in 1950, Nogueira emigrated to London, in 1975. She was an influential sculptor, close with Young British Artists (YBAs) such as Tacita Dean. But her premature death, from cancer in
1998, left her work underexposed.Now, Brazil is discovering Nogueira posthumously, following several solo exhibitions in Europe. Her latest show, at Luisa Strina Gallery in SÃ£o Paulo, includes a stunning series of 14
works in watercolor and pencil, entitled Inferno Divine Comedy (1983), found in storage by Nogueiraâ€™s husband, the gallerist Anthony Reynolds. This previously un-exhibited body of work sheds new light on
Nogueiraâ€™s production â€” particularly her gift for haunting evocations of the female body.Lucia Nogueira, Inferno Divine Comedy (detail) (1983), pen, charcoal and aquarelle on paper, 14 parts â€” 27 x 37 / 40 x 30cm
(photo by Edouard Fraipont)In its vaporous figuration, Nogueiraâ€™s Inferno is hot and frightful, as one would expect it to be. Decapitated monstrous figures drift in landscapes rendered quickly in dead greens, diffused
browns and reds, with hints of fire and smoke. In one watercolor, a headless rose-colored female body languishes under a sheet. In another, a trio of naked bodies hovers above a tub that contains a sunken landscape.
And yet, these lithe, lugubrious scenarios beguile as much as they haunt. Rhythmically composed, the bright orange-pink rawness of exposed flesh lends them a debauched, oneiric sensuousness. At times, their frank,
desperate carnality at times recalls Egon Schiele and Francis Bacon.The curatorial text also points to Nogueiraâ€™s own art-historical references, from William Blake to EugÃ¨ne Delacroix. The latter&#8217;s
early-Romantic painting, The Barque of Dante (1822), for example, depicts the condemned clinging to Dante and Virgilâ€™s boat on the River Styx. As in Delacroixâ€™s composition, Nogueiraâ€™s reinterpretation
possesses a gestural force, in energetic lines and varied color washes. Here, submerged landscapes and mythic figures such as Fortune and Cerberus â€” Noguiera was also inspired by Blakeâ€™s Cerberus (1824-27)
â€” evoke existential torment, rather than religious one. Bodies dissolve â€” nearly liquify â€” into matter, with aquarelle as the perfect medium to capture such ghastly transmutation.Installation view of Lucia Nogueira,
2020, Galeria Luisa Strina (photo by Edouard Fraipont)The show is framed around the theme of exile, with Nogueira living much of her adult life abroad and Dante banned from Florence. The work of both artists is imbued
with longing but one could say that Nogueira took this metaphor further. For example, her two small ink-and-watercolor works, both Untitled from 1988, evoke a female breast not as living flesh but instead a floating,
dense, mottled lobe. The breastâ€™s mass touches a wispy red line in one watercolor, a pale red line in another â€” an abstraction that nevertheless conveys a sense of danger, vulnerability, even muted horror.
Melancholic exile indeed comes to mind, but this time, in the form of alienation from the totality of oneâ€™s own body.Lucia Nogueira continues through January 16, 2021 at Galeria Luisa Strina (Rua Padre JoÃ£o Manuel
755, Cerqueira CÃ©sar 01411-001, SÃ£o Paulo, Brazil).Lucia Nogueiraâ€™s Sensuous, Smoky Visions of Hell is from Hyperallergic, a forum for serious, playful, and radical thinking about art in the world today.  If you
invite students to choose who they will design for, you might discover they wonâ€™t choose to design for people like you. This was my discovery while teaching at an elite, private university in California in 2019. Six
student teams were invited to choose their users for a design assignment. None of the groups chose to design for anyone like me â€” not women of color, not single parents juggling life and their childrenâ€™s schedules,
not immigrants or non-Americans trying to understand American life and systems, and not for people in their late 40s. It is impossible to reflect the complexity and diversity of the landscape of potential users with only six
users. However, I was struck by who was chosen. Five of the groups chose to design for males (including the group that chose to design for a boy). Four of them designed for middle-class people. Only one group chose to
design for a woman, and they werenâ€™t able to identify challenges that she faced as a woman. None of the target users were Black or Indigenous people of color.Why were students choosing to solve problems for
people who faced so few structural problems?The students were not at fault. My colleagues said, â€œThe students just interviewed who they knew.â€• I had never been in this situation, having taught in more racially and
economically diverse settings before, as a former lecturer at the University of the West Indies in Trinidad, and as a teaching assistant at North Carolina State University. As an undergraduate design student in Brazil,
issues around power and social justice were always close by. If students in any of those three contexts chose their users, perhaps diversity would just happen. How could I ensure diversity was always top of mind,
regardless of who the designers or students were?On the surface the answer â€œThey just spoke with whom they knewâ€• seems acceptable, but what if everyone in technology, finance, public health, and other fields
only chose to design for people they personally knew? That class made me ask many questions that have probably changed my design practice forever. Questions like:Whose responsibility is it to help students see the
issues of people who are different to them?If we allow people to only design for people who they know, whatâ€™s to prevent them from continuing to do this when they move onto professional life?How can we help to
uncover deeper concerns even after talking with people who seem to have it all put together? Surely even people who have it all have issues.The Designer&#8217;s Critical Alphabet I created in 2019 as a response to the
issues in that class was one of a series of pedagogical experiments to help students see how positionality and identity can impact peopleâ€™s needs and how products and systems are used. I created the deck as a
response to my perception of a need for greater critical awareness among people in Silicon Valley, where the classes were taking place. and where design solutions might go out to the entire world. I was trying to make
critical race theory language accessible to designers, and remind designers to think about multiple perspectives as they worked. My position as a Black woman and an outsider influenced the way I designed the tool.The
Designer&#8217;s Critical Alphabet created by the author I was a bit intimidated by the idea of giving rich white students negative feedback on their design projects. I did not want to be perceived as confrontational. My
idea was that as I listened and noted blind spots of critical awareness, pedagogy, identity, and inclusivity, I could drop a card on the table to nudge the design team towards something new. I felt that this way I could
improve the designs at a distance. Participants wouldnâ€™t even have to know if the feedback was directly about their project, and we would end up with a range of more inclusive solutions.&nbsp;The deck remained
fairly invisible till Memorial Day 2020. Then, with the murder of George Floyd, and Amy Cooperâ€™s false accusations against Christian Cooper my own anger at these incidents prompted me to write an angry post to
show why we need to learn to talk about race and see inequity in America â€” even in the design studio. The Critical Alphabet (and the corresponding apps) are but one tool that people in design can use to remember to
grapple with social issues, and should be considered a challenge to others to also engage with difficult and critica
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